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Abstract 
 

Honeycomb (or cellular) Top Down–Bottom Up blinds are quite widely available. When 

this type of blind is closed there are two or more vertical blind portions and a series of horizontal 

or near-horizontal blind portions joining the vertical portions forming a series of cells.  When 

such a blind is open the vertical portions of the blind bend decreasing the blind height.  

A honeycomb blind with a single column of cells in two different shapes was considered 

in the present study. Results have also been obtained for a Top Down-Bottom Up plane blind for 

comparative purposes.  The effect of the dimensionless top and bottom blind openings, shape of 

the blind and dimensionless window recess depth on the convective heat transfer from a window 

to the surrounding room was numerically investigated.  The case where the window is at a higher 

temperature than room was considered. Laminar and turbulent flow can occur over the window 

system for the conditions considered in this work.  

The numerical results were obtained using the commercial CFD finite-volume based 

solver FLUENT
© 

and using the standard k-epsilon turbulence model. Some experimental tests 

were undertaken for a window-blind system with plane blind to validate the numerical results 

obtained in this work.  

From the results of this study it is concluded that when the blind is fully closed the mean 

window heat transfer rate for a case where a honeycomb blind is used is less than that for the case 

where a plane blind is used. However when the blind is partially open, the heat transfer rate from 

a window-blind system with a honeycomb blind is higher than it is for the case where a plane 

blind is used at high Rayleigh numbers considered. When the blind is partially open, increasing 

the dimensionless top blind opening or decreasing the dimensionless bottom blind opening 

increases the mean window Nusselt number at the higher Rayleigh numbers considered. The 

results indicate that the effect of the dimensionless window recess depth on the mean window 

Nusselt number is different in each flow regime i.e. with laminar, transitional and turbulent flow.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

Energy use in buildings in Canada involves the use of non-renewable energy sources that are used 

to heat, cool, illuminate, ventilate, humidify/dehumidify, and operate the buildings. In both commercial 

and residential buildings, a major portion of the energy consumption is for space heating. [Natural 

Resources Canada, Residential End-Use Model, Ottawa, August 2010.] This is illustrated by the data 

shown in the following table. 

Table 1-1: Energy Usage by end use in buildings in Canada, Energy use data handbook 1990 to 2010 

  2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Commercial/Institutional Secondary Energy Use by Energy Source, End-Use and Activity Type 

Energy Use by End-Use (PJ) b                   

Space Heating 579.4 540.2 586.1 599.6 587.7 544.3 497.8 537 558.2 531.3 478.2 

Water Heating 89.1 90.3 87.1 90.5 93.2 92.9 95 93.7 97.2 92.7 92.2 

Auxiliary-Equipment 126.8 132.6 138.3 145.9 153.7 158 163.6 184.9 203.8 195.1 202.4 

Auxiliary Motors 96.3 93.7 93.4 94.1 94.5 88 89 91.6 95.5 94.7 97.6 

Lighting 121.3 120.7 118.8 117.7 118.6 108.9 110.7 116.1 120.5 120 123.7 

Space Cooling 48.7 62 77.5 70.4 56.9 83.8 71.5 72.3 59.6 38.1 55.7 

Residential Secondary Energy Use by Energy Source and End-Use 

Energy Use by End-Use (PJ) b                   

Space Heating 886.1 815.5 869.7 908.9 915.3 894.2 845.4 960.2 967.9 933.1 851.5 

Water Heating 241.4 242.7 245 249.1 246.4 246 246.2 254.6 250.2 239.5 237.9 

Appliances 186.7 191.9 190.3 192.8 198.2 192.7 193.3 198.8 203.6 187.3 190 
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Major Appliances 139.4 141 137.1 137 137.8 132.2 129.9 131.3 131.1 118.7 117.1 

Other Appliances 2 47.3 50.9 53.2 56.2 60.4 60.5 63.4 67.6 72.5 68.7 72.9 

Lighting 58.5 60.9 60.6 62.5 63.8 60.9 60.5 61.4 61.6 54.9 54.8 

Space Cooling 13.9 23.1 28.1 21.9 17.1 34.1 26.8 27.1 21.6 14.4 26.5 

2)   “Other Appliances” includes small appliances such as televisions, video cassette recorders, digital video disc players, radios, 

computers and toasters. 

Sources: 

b)   Natural Resources Canada, Commercial/Institutional End-Use Model, Ottawa, 2012. 

 

Efficient use of solar energy and other renewable energy sources can help to reduce the energy 

consumption in a building. The present study investigates the effects of simple Top Down-Bottom Up 

honeycomb blinds on natural convection heat transfer with different top and bottom blind openings. 

Honeycomb (or cellular) Top Down-Bottom Up blinds are widely used in Canada. When this type of 

blind is fully closed, two or more vertical blind parts as well as series of horizontal or near-horizontal 

parts connect the vertical parts forming a series of cells.  When such a blind is open, the vertical part of 

the blind bends, and decreases the blind height. A honeycomb blind with a single column of cells has 

been considered in the present study.     

Blinds are used for various purposes e.g. to provide privacy, to control solar illumination and 

room temperature. There are a variety of blinds that differently affect the window heat transfer rate. 

Therefore, it is essential to study the effect of blinds on the window heat transfer in order to design 

buildings with minimum heat loss. To investigate the effects of different types of blinds, it is needed to 

study heat transfer with various types of window-blind system.   

The mechanism of the heat transfer through the window-blind system to or from the room is 

generally a combination of: 

 Natural convective heat transfer from the inside of the window to the room 

 Conductive heat transfer through the solid surfaces 
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 Radiative heat transfer from window to the blind and room 

 Convective and radiative heat transfer from the outside of the window. 

In this study, the natural convection heat transfer from the room side of the window to or from the room is 

considered. 

Previous studies in this area will be reviewed in the following section. 

1.2 Literature Review 
 

1.2.1 Pervious study on effect of the Top-down and Bottom-up blinds on heat transfer in 

window-blind system  

 

The first detailed studies of window-blind systems and their effect on window thermal 

performance, were undertaken the early 1950s. High Rayleigh numbers were not considered in these early 

studies and the flow over the window was assumed to be laminar. However, this assumption will not be 

valid for large windows where the Rayleigh number is large.  

In the most of the studies about window and blind system from the early 1950s, blinds with the top or 

bottom opening have been considered and Top Down-Bottom Up blinds have only relatively recently 

been considered. 

A thermal resistance network to study convective and radiative heat gain has been developed by 

Farber et al. (1963), in this model in order to predict the convective heat-transfer coefficient some 

assumptions was made to simplify the geometry of this model but later, in another study by Pennington et 

al. (1964), it was shown that those assumptions were in good agreement with experimental results. 

 Several experimental studies have been undertaken using commercial blinds to investigate the effect of 

the slat angles of Venetian blinds on the heat transfer rate (e.g. Bilgen (1989, 1990)).  
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Phillips (1999) undertook a numerical study of the effect of conduction and the shape and thickness of the 

blind slats on the heat transfer rate. The results were not in a good agreement with the experimental data 

of Machin (1997). However the results of another study by Phillips (1999) that accounted for radiation 

were found to be in a good agreement with Machin’s (1997) experimental results. 

All the studies mentioned above were performed under “night time” condition. Duarte (2000) and Naylor 

and Duarte (2001), considered the “daytime” situation. Collins (2001) also performed a study to 

investigate the effects of solar energy falling on the window. 

Some studies of heat transfer from window to a room fitted with Top Down-Bottom Up blinds 

have been undertaken and are reviewed below:  

To investigate the effect of slatted Top Down-Bottom Up blind system on convective heat 

transfer rate from a window to an adjacent room, Oosthizen and Paul (2012) undertook a numerical study. 

In this study the effect of the dimensionless top and bottom blind openings and dimensionless window 

recess depth on the mean heat transfer rate from the window to the room were investigated. The result 

showed that when the dimensionless top and bottom openings are equal, at the lower Rayleigh number 

values, by increasing the dimensionless blind opening the heat transfer rate from the window increases. 

However at high Rayleigh numbers increasing the dimensionless blind opening was found to cause the 

heat transfer rate decreases. Also it was discovered that when the openings on the top and bottom of the 

blind are different the mean heat transfer rate from the window is dependent on the total dimensionless 

blind opening. It was also shown that the dimensionless window recess depth had a significant effect on 

the mean heat transfer rate from the window that at the intermediate Rayleigh numbers (transition region) 

considered. The Top Down-Bottom up blinds when the blind is open at the top and bottom there are large 

variations in the local heat transfer rate with distance up the window.    

A Numerical study of the convective heat transfer rate from a window covered by a Top Down-

Bottom Up plane blind system to an adjacent room was undertaken by Oosthizen and Paul (2011) to 
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investigate the effect of the type of the blind and the blind opening size on convective heat transfer 

through the window-blind system to a room for Top Down-Bottom Up blinds. It was noted that for the 

conditions considered here that, except at the lowest Rayleigh numbers considered, the effects of the top 

and bottom blind openings on the heat transfer rate from the room side of the window is very small. This 

result is true when top and bottom blind openings both are considered. However, this assumption is not 

true for the case with only top or bottom opening.   

Alkhazmi, Oosthuizen and Kalender (2012) carried out a numerical study of the effect of blind 

opening on the heat transfer from a simple inner and outer-recessed window-plane blind system (see 

Figure 1-1). The results showed that the type of window recessing (inner or outer recessed) had no impact 

on the mean Nusselt number variation. Also it was found the mean Nusselt number increases linearly with 

increasing dimensionless blind opening at a given Rayleigh number.   

 

Figure 1-1: Window-blind system with Inner-Recessed, Non-Recesses and Outer-Recessed window 
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The effect of cold air vent flow on the convective heat transfer rate from a hot window covered 

by a Top Down–Bottom Up plane blind, has been investigated by Oosthuizen (2013), the result indicating 

that under the conditions when effectively purely natural convective flow over the window exists, which 

occurs at high Rayleigh numbers and lower Reynolds numbers, the cold air vent flow has no effect on 

mean heat transfer rate from the window.  Also for lower Rayleigh numbers and higher Reynolds 

numbers essentially the purely forced convective flow exists over the window, the presence of the 

buoyancy forces having no effect on the mean heat transfer rate from the window to a room. When the 

dimensionless top and bottom openings of the blind are large the mean Nusselt numbers are the same as 

when there is no-blind. 

1.2.2 Previous study on the development turbulent flow over a window 

 

In most previous studies that have been reviewed above, the flow has been assumed to be 

laminar. However this assumption is not accurate for the large windows when transitional and turbulent 

flow is possible. 

Cable, M. et al (2007) performed a numerical study of mixed and natural convection heat transfer 

to evaluate the performance of different turbulence models, in order to determine which model is more 

accurate by comparing the numerical results with available experimental data. The results of this study 

indicated that all the turbulence models considered gave results that were in good agreement with the 

experimental data. Hence the choice of which turbulence model to use will depend on required 

computational power and time. 

A numerical study of laminar to turbulent transition in the flow over a simple recessed window-

plane blind system was undertaken by Oosthuizen (2009). The effect of the recess depth of a window on 

the flow pattern and mean heat-transfer rate for turbulence flow conditions was investigated in this study.  

In this study “night time” conditions were assumed and an isothermal vertical flat plate was considered as 
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window. In this study it was shown that the effect of the window recess depth on the mean heat transfer 

rate strongly depends on the blind opening. 

A Numerical Study was performed by Oosthuizen and Oghbaie (2012). In this study the effect of 

the venetian blind on the convective heat transfer rate from a recessed window with transitional and 

turbulent flow was considered, window was assumed a plane isothermal vertical surface. The k-epsilon 

turbulence model with the full effect of the buoyancy force was used.  In this study it was concluded that 

for the case with small dimensionless window recess (R), the presence of the blind tends to reduce heat 

transfer in laminar and transition region. 

An investigation about the effect of the pair of horizontal frame members of a window on 

convective heat transfer rate from the inner surface of the window to the room was undertaken by 

Oosthuizen and Naylor (2011). In this numerical study, the flow was assumed to be steady. Laminar, 

transient and turbulent flows can be occurred for the considered situation in this study. In this study 

window was divided into three sections by two horizontal frame members each have the same depth. 

Results were obtained with three different frames depth values.  The result of this study showed that for 

Rayleigh numbers above 10
8
 the average mean Nusselt numbers over the three window sections at a given 

Rayleigh number are almost the same.  For Rayleigh numbers less than 10
8
 the mean Nusselt numbers for 

the upper section of the window are less than those for the middle section, and in the middle section mean 

Nusselt numbers are less than those for the lower section of the window at a given Rayleigh Number.  
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1.3 Research Objectives 
 

According to previous studies reviewed in section 1.2, studying window-blind system heat transfer 

with the Top Down-Bottom Up blinds is relatively a new topic. Currently, Top Down-Bottom Up 

honeycomb blinds are being used widely, however the effect of the Top Down-Bottom Up honeycomb 

blinds on the natural convection heat transfer is almost unexplored. In this study the effects of the top and 

bottom blind openings on natural convection heat transfer rate for three different types of the blinds 

(described in section 3.1) was investigated through numerical modeling. An experimental study was 

performed to validate the numerical study. 

The effects of the top and bottom blind openings, the effects of the geometry of the blind and  the effects 

of the minimum distance between window and blind on natural convection heat transfer rate were studied 

in this work. 

The experimental part of this research, heat transfer through a plane blind with different top and 

bottom openings, is described in chapter 4.  

 To perform numerical analysis, Fluent, a finite volume based computational fluid dynamic 

(CFD) code, has been used. In this study, natural convection for “night time” situation was only 

considered to prevent the effects of the solar radiation. The model was fully developed and turbulence 

effects were included.  

CFD has been widely used in academic research and industry since the 1990s because of its 

comparable advantages. Increasing the computational and processing power as well as the availability of 

affordable high-performance computing hardware and user-friendly interfaces, have led to an upsurge of 

interest in CFD since 1990s.  
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1.4 Format and Thesis Organization  
 

1.4.1 Literature review 

 

This chapter presents a short overview of previous studies of the natural convection heat transfer 

from a window-blind system to a room. In these studies the effects of different types of the blinds and of 

laminar-to-turbulent transition over the height of windows on heat transfer has been examined.  

 

1.4.2 Background Theory 

 

Chapter 2 provides a review of the background theory for the numerical study that has been 

undertaken in this study. 

 

1.4.3 CFD modeling 

 

Chapter 3 presents the geometry of the models used in this study. The meshing details obtained 

using Gambit, the numerical approach used in this study and the assumptions and input values for the 

Fluent CFD-simulations that has been used in this study.  

 

1.4.4 Experimental test 

 

Chapter 4 provides details of the experimental test that were undertaken in this study. 
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1.4.5 Results 

 

Chapter 5 gave the results obtained in the numerical study and in the experimental study.  It 

presents the results in the form of graphs, temperature and velocity contour plots. 

 

1.4.6 Discussion and conclusion 

 

Chapter 6 provides summary and discussions of the numerical study and the experimental testing. 

It also gives recommendations for future studies.   
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Chapter 2 

Background Theory 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

As mentioned in chapter one, to study the heat transfer through the window-blind system the finite 

volume based CFD code, Fluent has been used in the present study. To generate the model to be analyzed 

by the commercial code, Fluent, the computational domain was built in Gambit where the boundary 

conditions and the solution domain were defined.  

In this chapter the governing equations, turbulence modeling as well as important information 

about the numerical model are reviewed.  

 

2.2 Governing Equations and dimensionless parameters 
 

2.2.1 Governing Equations 

 

Figure 2-1 shows the natural convection heat transfer over a vertical isothermal flat plate 

subjected to a cooler surrounding fluid. The thermal and velocity boundary layers are shown in this figure 

as well. When the surrounding fluid is warmer, the fluid flow is inverted but the method of analysis 

remains unchanged.  In the present study, the flow was assumed to be two dimensional and steady. The 

Boussinesq approximation approach was adopted as well. 
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Figure 2-1: Velocity and temperature boundary layers over a vertical plate, (Oghbaie, 2011) 

 
For this case the governing equations are: 

Continuity:   

  
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
= 0                                                                                                                  (2.1) 

Energy: 

𝑢 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+  𝑣

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
=  

𝑘

𝜌𝐶𝑝
 (

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥2 +  
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑦2)                                                                                   (2.2)      

Momentum in x (vertical) direction:   

 𝑢 
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
+  𝑣

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
=  

−1

𝜌

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜗 (

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2 +  
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2) + 𝛽𝑔(𝑇 − 𝑇∞)                                                (2.3) 
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The Boussinesq approximation approach is used in the field of natural convection. For the model 

with the Boussinesq approximation the density variation with temperature is sufficiently small to be 

neglected except where the density variation appears in terms of the buoyancy force. For other parameters 

and other terms of the equations, the fluid properties are assumed to be constant at the mean film 

temperature �̅�𝑓 =  
�̅�𝑤+ �̅�∞

2
. 

The most important parameter that effects on the fluid motion in natural convection heat transfer 

is the buoyancy force that is occurred in the momentum equation. A measure of the buoyancy force per 

unit volume in the flow is: 

𝛽𝑔𝜌(𝑇 − 𝑇1) 

𝑇 : Fluid temperature 

𝑇1: Reference temperature (unheated fluid temperature) 

The variation of density of a fluid with temperature at constant pressure can be expressed in terms of the 

volume expansion coefficient β which is defined as:  

 𝛽 =  −
1

𝜌
 (

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃
        (

1

𝐾
)                                                                                                              (2.4)

 

And for ideal gas: 

𝛽𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑔𝑎𝑠 =  
1

𝑇
                                                                                                                               (2.5) 

where T is the absolute temperature.  
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2.2.2 Dimensionless Parameters 

 

To obtain the dimensionless parameter involved in free-convective flow and heat transfers by 

non-dimensionalizing governing equations the following dimensionless variables are introduced in 

format: 

𝑥∗ ≡
𝑥

𝐿
   , 𝑦∗ ≡

𝑦

𝐿
                                                      

𝑢∗ ≡
𝑢

√𝛽𝑔(𝑇𝑤−𝑇∞)𝐿
  , 𝑣∗ ≡

𝑣

√𝛽𝑔(𝑇𝑤−𝑇∞)𝐿
  ,                    

𝑇∗ ≡
𝑇−𝑇∞

𝑇𝑤−𝑇∞
                                                                 

By substituting these variables into the governing equations, the following dimensionless parameters will 

be obtained. 

Grashof (Gr) number that is the ratio of the buoyancy forces to the viscous force in the flow. Used to 

obtain a measure of the magnitude of the flow velocity induced the buoyancy force. 

For vertical plate it is expressed as:  

𝐺𝑟 =
𝑏𝑢𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒
=

𝑔∆𝜌𝐿3

𝜌𝑣2 =
𝑔 𝛽 (𝑇𝑠− 𝑇∞)𝐿3

𝑣2                                                                               (2.6) 

Where:  

g = gravity acceleration, 𝑚 𝑠2⁄  

𝛽 = coefficient of volume expansion, 1 𝐾⁄  

L = characteristic length of the geometry, m 

𝑣 = kinematics viscosity of the fluid, 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

The relative importance of natural and forced convection can be indicated by the relative magnitudes of 

Gr and Re (Reynolds number). Reynolds number represents the ratio of momentum to viscous forces, 

when Gr/Re
2
 >> 1 the natural convection has significant effect on heat transfer rate, however, when 

Gr/Re
2
 << 1 the effect of the natural convection is negligible (Hewitt, 1994). 
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Prandtl (Pr) number is the ratio of kinematic viscosity to thermal diffusivity. 

𝑃𝑟 =
𝑣

𝛼
=  

 𝐶𝑝 𝜇 

𝑘
                                                                                                                              (2.7) 

where: 

𝑣 : kinematic viscosity , 𝑣 =
𝜇

𝜌⁄   , 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝛼 : thermal diffusivity, 𝛼 =  𝑘
𝜌 𝐶𝑝

⁄  , 𝑚2 𝑠⁄  

𝜇: dynamic viscosity , Pa s 

𝑘 = thermal conductivity,  𝑊 𝑚 𝐾⁄  

𝐶𝑝 : special heat , 𝐽 𝑘𝑔 𝐾⁄  

𝜌 : density , 𝑘𝑔 𝑚3⁄  

When the Pr number is less than 1, it means that thermal diffusivity dominates. However, for Pr number 

greater than 1, the momentum diffusivity dominates. 

In this study, the default value of Pr is equal to 0.7. 

Rayleigh (Ra) number, that is associated with natural convection flow, is a function of Grashof number 

and Prandtl number, Ra= Gr.Pr. Rayleigh (Ra) number is a dimensionless number for the natural 

convection heat transfer to show corresponding regime for the boundary layer of the flow, i.e. laminar, 

transition or turbulent. In some textbooks, e.g. Oosthuizen, Naylor, 2007, it has been assumed that the 

Rayleigh number for transition boundary layer is equal to 10
8. 
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2.2.3 Empirical Equation 

 

The Nusselt number (Nu) is the ratio of connective heat transfer magnitude to conduction heat 

transfer magnitude in the same condition.   

𝑁𝑢𝐿 =
ℎ𝐿

𝑘
               (2.8) 

 

where : 

L : the characteristic length, 𝑚 

k : the thermal conductivity of the fluid, 𝑊 𝑚. 𝐾⁄  

h : the convective heat transfer coefficient of the fluid ,  𝑊 𝑚2. 𝐾⁄  

the fluid properties are in the film temperature, 𝑇𝑓.  

or  

Nu̅̅ ̅̅ =
�̅� 𝐿

𝑘(𝑇𝑠−𝑇𝑟)
                             (2.9) 

Where,  �̅�  is the mean heat transfer rate per unit area,  𝑇s,  𝑇r are the surface and the room temperature 

respectively. 

In the present study, in order to investigate the validity of the results obtained in the numerical study an 

experimental study was performed. An empirical correlation has been used for comparative purpose as 

well. The results will be presented in chapter 5.  

An empirical correlation for an isothermal vertical plate for all range of Ra Number was expressed by 

Churchill and Chu (1975) which has been used in this study.   

𝑁𝑢𝐿 = (0.825 + (
0.387 𝑅𝑎𝐿

1/6

[1+(0.492
𝑃𝑟⁄ )9/16]

8/27)

2

              (2.10) 

 

The fluid properties, RaL , Pr and Nuy are calculated at the mean film temperature. 
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2.3 Turbulence modeling 
 

Turbulence is a state of fluid motion which is characterized by apparently random and chaotic 

three-dimensional vorticity. The flow develops a chaotic random motion and is highly unpredictable. 

Additionally, it contains swirling flow structures (eddies) with characteristic length, velocity and time 

scales which are spread over broad ranges (George K. El Khoury, 2011). Turbulence usually results in 

increased of energy dissipation, mixing, heat transfer and drag.  

Solving the governing equations for turbulent flow to obtain the variation of the flow variables with time 

is a very computationally expensive process. To calculate the velocity and import the effect of turbulence 

on the model three groups of methods are employed: 

 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)  

 Large Eddy Simulation (LES) 

 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) 

In this work, the RANS method has been used. 

The RANS method considered the mean flow and the effect of turbulence on the mean flow properties. In 

this method, the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy partial differential equations are time-

averaged. As result of turbulent fluctuations extra terms appear in Reynolds average equation to define 

new velocity, pressure and temperature.  

𝑢 =  𝑢 + 𝑢′   , 𝑣 =  𝑣 +  𝑣′ , 𝑇 =  𝑇 +  𝑇′  , 𝑝 =  𝑝 +  𝑝′ 

Where “ ” and “ ́  “ represent mean or time-averaged quantity and fluctuating component of this mean 

value respectively. The fluctuation component is time-dependent. By substituting these values into the 

governing equations the following expressions are obtained: 

Continuity:     
𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
+

𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
= 0                                       (2.11) 

Momentum:    �̅�
𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
+ �̅�

𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
= −

1

𝜌

𝑑�̅�

𝑑𝑥
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
[(𝜗 + 𝜖)

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑦
] + 𝛽𝑔(𝑇 − 𝑇∞)         (2.12)  
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Energy:    �̅�
𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
+ �̅�

𝜕�̅�

𝜕�̅�
= 𝑣

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
[(

1

𝑃𝑟
+

𝜖

𝜗

1

𝑃𝑟𝑇
)

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑦
]            (2.13) 

Where term ϵ is the eddy viscosity, 𝜖𝐻 is the eddy diffusivity (eddy conductivity), and 𝑃𝑟𝑇 =
𝜖

𝜖𝐻
 is the 

turbulent Prandtl number.  

Some of the RANS model that are classified on the basis of the additional transport equations are given 

bellow (Versteeg and Malalasekera, p.67): 

Name Number of extra transport equations  

Mixing length model 0  

Spalart-Allmaras model 1  

𝑘 − 𝜖 , 𝑘 − 𝜔 and … 2  

Reynolds stress model 7  

A number of studies have shown that for problems of the type being considered in this work the 

𝑘 − 𝜖  model gives good results. In the present study, the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model has been used for 

turbulent boundary layer.  

 

The k − epsilon model equations 

The K-E turbulent model that is known 𝑘 − 𝜖 (k-epsilon), contains two transported variables the 

first one is turbulent kinetic energy (k) that determines the energy in turbulent and the second transported 

variable is the turbulent dissipation (𝜖) to calculate the rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy. 

The extra transportation equations to determine the transported variables are as follows: 

 

�̅�
𝜕𝐾

𝜕𝑥
+ �̅�

𝜕𝐾

𝜕𝑦
= 𝜖(

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑦
)2 + 𝐶1

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜖

𝜕𝐾

𝜕𝑦
) − 𝐸        (2.14)  

�̅�
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥
+ �̅�

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑦
= 𝐶3𝜖(

𝜕�̅�

𝜕𝑦
)2 𝐸

𝐾
+ 𝐶4

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝜖

𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑦
) −  𝐶5

𝐸2

𝐾
       (2.15) 
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Where 𝜖 = 𝐶𝑒
𝐾2

𝐸
  

The K-E turbulent model contains a number of empirical constants: C1, C3, C4, C5 and Ce. Typical assumed 

values for these constants are: 

𝑐1 = 1 , 𝑐3 = 1. 44, 𝑐4 = 0.77, 𝑐5 = 1.92 ,     𝑐𝑒 = 0.09 

 

In this study the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖  model, with full buoyancy force effects, has been adopted. 

2.4 Numerical model 
 

In order to solve the governing equations for window-blind system Fluent version 15.0 was used. 

The quality of the mesh plays a significant role in the accuracy and stability of the numerical computation 

in the Fluent as well as other inputs such as the turbulence model and nearby wall functions. 

2.4.1 Grid generation 

 

To solve a model in Fluent it is needed to have discrete control volumes by meshing the domain 

in the geometry model. In this study, Gambit was used to create the geometry of the model, generate grids 

in domain and apply boundary condition. 

The size of sub-domains that is generated by meshing from main domain is important to control 

the computational time and accuracy. The higher the number of cells causes the larger computational 

analysis; furthermore, the large size domain does not support the accurate result, therefore finding 

optimum meshing could be the most important step of modeling. 

To generate the grids, mesh size and mesh shape are two important parameters that can be adjusted by the 

user. The mesh size should be small enough to resolve the temperature and velocity boundary layer. For a 

rectangular or quad mesh, the cell shape should be a quad, and for triangular mesh the cell shape should 

be close to an equilateral triangle.  
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2.4.2 Near-wall region 

 

Solid wall has a significant effect on the flow behavior and on the turbulence structure near the 

wall. Flow velocity on a solid surface is zero, however, it is increasing sharply to reach the velocity in the 

outer part of the near-wall region and then turbulence is rapidly increases by the production of turbulence 

kinetic energy due to the large mean velocity gradient. Figure 2-2 shows near-wall to the outer part of 

near-wall region that is made up of a number of sub-regions. 

Viscous sub-layer (𝑦+ < 5) 

 Buffer layer  (5 < 𝑦+ < 30) 

Fully turbulent region or log-law region (30 < 𝑦+ < 60) 

Outer layer (𝑦+ > 60) 

The first three layers are related to the inner layer or viscosity-affected region. The wall 𝑦+ 
is a non-

dimensional wall distance, it is used to find a suitable grid size near the walls, and this parameter is: 

 𝑦+ =
𝑦𝑈𝜏

𝜗
     ,    𝑈𝜏 =  √

𝜏𝑤

𝜌
                               (2.16) 

Where 𝑈𝜏 is the “friction velocity”, the subscript w denoting conditions at the wall. 
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Figure 2-2: subdivisions of the Near-Wall region (Fluent, 2006) 

 

There are two approaches to consider the near-wall effect on the numerical modeling, wall 

function and near-wall modeling approach. These two approaches are used in Fluent for near-Wall 

treatment. In the first approach instead of resolving the viscosity-affected (inner) region the “wall 

functions” that is semi-empirical formulas are used to bridge the viscosity-affected region between wall 

and the fully-turbulent region. 

In the other approach, “near-wall modeling” the viscosity-affected region is resolved with considering a 

mesh all the way to the wall, including the viscous sublayer. These two approaches are shown in Figure 

2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Near-Wall Treatments in FLUENT (Fluent, 2006) 

 

The k-epsilon turbulence model with standard wall function, which is used in the current study, 

for an accurate prediction of turbulent flow when surrounded by walls, a range of 𝑦+ between 30 and 300 

is recommended. 

Both large and small value of y+ may affect the accuracy of Fluent computations. It should be kept in 

mind that when the y+ is less than 5 the first point of calculation will be placed in viscous sublayer flow 

region and wall function approach will not be valid in this region. Therefore the extremely fine mesh near 

the walls should be avoided.  

In Fluent V.15.0 when the Scalable wall function approach is used instead of standard one, a grid 

designed with y+ >1 will be enough accurate by activate the local usage of the log law in regions with 

very small y+.   For a grid designed with y+>11.225, the scalable wall function approach will provide the 

same result as standard wall function approach.  
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2.4.3 Numerical solution method 

 

To solve the model using finite volume method, the equations that should be solved for each 

control volume are made up of a set of transport equations including governing equations, turbulent 

kinetic energy and rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy that would be impossible to solve 

analytically. 

Fluent uses the finite-volume method as a discretization process in numerical method and users able 

to select either pressure-based solver or density-based solver from numerical methods of Fluent. For both 

methods the velocity field is calculated from momentum equations. Recently both methods have been 

reformulated to solve and operate for a wide range of flow conditions. Using any of the mentioned 

methods, Fluent will solve the governing integral equations for the conservation of mass and momentum 

for energy and other scalars such as turbulence and chemical species. In both cases a control-volume-

based technique is used that consists of (Fluent, 2006):  

 Division of the domain into discrete control volumes using a computational grid. 

 Integration of the governing equations on the individual control volumes to construct algebraic 

equations for discrete dependent variables ("unknowns'') such as velocities, pressure, temperature, 

and conserved scalars. 

 Linearization of the discretized equations and solution of the resultant linear equation system to 

yield updated values of the dependent variables. 

Two pressure-based solvers, a segregated algorithm, and a coupled algorithm are available in 

Fluent. The pressure-based solver with the segregated algorithm uses a solution algorithm where the 

governing equations are solved sequentially (i.e., segregated from one another). Because the governing 

equations are non-linear and coupled, the solution loop must be carried out iteratively in order to obtain a 
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converged numerical solution. In the segregated algorithm, the individual governing equations for the 

solution variables (e.g., u, v, w, p, T, k, 𝜖, etc.) are solved one after another . Unlike the segregated 

algorithm described above, the pressure-based coupled algorithm solves a coupled system of equations 

comprising the momentum equations and the pressure-based continuity equation, (Fluent, 2006).  

The steps of these two algorithms are shown in Figure 2-4. 

 

 

Figure 2-4: Overview of the Pressure-Based Solution Methods, (Fluent,2006) 

 

In the present study the simple pressure-velocity coupling was used, the pressure-based 

segregated algorithm was used in this approach. 
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2.4.4 Solver Setting 

 

In this study, the two-dimensional, steady state flow has been considered. The solver settings in 

Fluent are in follow: 

 Pressure-based, the two-dimensional, double-precision (2ddp) and steady solver 

 Standard k-epsilon model with standard wall function  

 PRESTO (pressure-staggering option) scheme for pressure interpolation 

 Second order upwind discretization for momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation 

rate, and energy 

 Simple pressure-velocity coupling 

 Convergence criteria of 0.0001 

 Under-relaxation factors, as the following table: 

 

Table 2-1: under relaxation factors setting in Fluent for the present study 

 Pressure Density 

Body 

force 

Momentum 

Turbulent 

kinetic 

energy 

Turbulent 

dissipation 

rate 

Turbulent 

viscosity 

Energy 

Under-relaxation 

factor 

0.3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
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Chapter 3 

CFD Modeling 

 

 

3.1 Physical description of the model  
 

In this research, to study the effects of the window-blind system on natural convection heat 

transfer, the Top Down-Bottom Up single layer honeycomb blind, see Figure 3-1, and the Top Down-

Bottom Up plane blind, see Figure 3-2, have been considered. 

 Main focus of this study was on two different types of the Top Down-Bottom Up single layer 

honeycomb blind that will be explained in the following sections. The Top Down-Bottom Up plane blind 

has been used for comparative purposes. The results obtained in the numerical study for the Top Down-

Bottom Up plane blind have been used to compare with the results given by the experimental study and 

results from the previous studies.  
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Figure 3-1: Two types of honeycomb blinds, 1-Curved honeycomb blind, 2-Flat honeycomb blind 

 

 

 
Figure 3-2: Top Down – Bottom Up plane blind 
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3.1.1 Curved Honeycomb blind 

 

Figure 3-3 shows the solution domain in the present work with the first type of the single layer 

honeycomb blind from Figure 3-1. This type of the honeycomb blind is known “Curved honeycomb 

blind” in this study.  

 

 

  

Figure 3-3: Scheme of the solution domain with Curved honeycomb blind  

 
 The single layer honeycomb blinds that were studied in this work are made up of ten single cells. 
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3.1.2 Flat Honeycomb blind 

 

Figure 3-4 shows the solution domain in the present work with the second type of the single layer 

honeycomb blind from Figure 3-1. This type of the honeycomb blind is known “Flat honeycomb blind” in 

this study.  
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Figure 3-4: Scheme of the solution domain with Flat honeycomb blind 
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3.1.3 Mesh Generation 

  

The mesh quality has a significant effect on the accuracy of the results that are obtained from 

Fluent. To generate the models of this study the mesh size, numbers of nodes, aspects ratio of the cells 

and near the wall region have been considered. The meshing size of this model gave very accurate result 

with reasonable computational time.  By using the rule of thumb, increasing the cell numbers by a factor 

of 2 will increase the computational time by a factor of 4 (Collins, 2001). The mesh quality was checked 

by Fluent for each model and mesh independency test was undertaken to ensure that the results obtained 

in this study were independent of the number of mesh points used. For the outer part of the blind region, 

the nodes were created with a 1.2 growing factor. Around the window and the blind area the finer meshes 

were developed. The effects of the near the wall regions were considered by employing the near the wall 

function in Fluent. Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show Computational domain and mesh distribution for 

Curved and Flat honeycomb blind when blind top and bottom openings equal to 0.125. 
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Figure 3-5: Computational domain and mesh distribution for Curved Honeycomb blind when top and bottom  openings 

equal to 0.125 

 
Figure 3-6: Computational domain and mesh distribution for Flat Honeycomb blind when top and bottom  openings 

equal to 0.125  
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As described in Chapter 2, to consider the effects of the near wall area there are two different 

approaches in Fluent. In this study “wall function” approach was used. For the k-epsilon turbulence 

model with standard wall function, the range of values of y+ must be between 30 and 300 for accurate 

results and in order to adequately resolve the flow in the area that is solved using the wall function 

approach, a y+ value close to the lower bound (y+ 30) is most desirable. In Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 the 

variation of y+ over the window height for two different conditions were shown. It is important to notice 

as was mentioned in chapter 2 when the standard wall function approach is used, the minimum y+ would 

be more than 5 because the wall functions cease to be valid in the viscous sublayer. However in a new 

version of Fluent when the Scalable wall function approach is used, instead of the standard one, a grid 

designed with y+ >1 is accurate.   

In the present study for the models in turbulent regime, the y+ value over the window length was more 

than 5 and for most of the window length it was in the range 15 < y+ < 30. 
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Figure 3-8: y+ variation over the window without blind 

Figure 3-7: y+ variation over the window height for a Curved 
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Mesh independency testing was undertaken for all the models. The result of mesh independency 

testing for the case of Curved honeycomb blind and with dimensionless top and bottom openings of 0.125 

is shown in Table 3-1. 

 

Table 3-1 : Mesh Independency test for honeycomb blind, Dimensionless top and bottom openings equal to 0.125 

No Ra Number of Cells 
Convective Heat 

Transfer Rate 

1 1.9E+11 13338 324.1 

2 1.9E+11 17144 320 

3 1.9E+11 22640 316.2 

4 1.9E+11 29250 314.9 

5 1.9E+11 37160 315 

1 1.9E+09 13338 90 

2 1.9E+09 17144 93.2 

3 1.9E+09 22640 97.07 

4 1.9E+09 29250 97.7 

5 1.9E+09 37160 96.2 

1 1.9E+07 13338 22.9 

2 1.9E+07 17144 22.69 

3 1.9E+07 22640 22.36 

4 1.9E+07 29250 22.2 

5 1.9E+07 37160 22.4 

 

The varieties of the Nusselt with the number of cells obtained from the mesh independency 

testing are shown in Figure 3-9. The Nusselt numbers obtained with 22620 and more cells are almost 

constant i.e. the results are independent of the number of the cells.   
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Figure 3-9: Mesh Independency test for honeycomb blind, Dimensionless top and bottom openings equal to 0.125. 

 

 
Therefore in the present study a grid with around 22600 cells was selected, this mesh size giving 

a good balance between computational time and accuracy.   

 

3.2 Boundary Condition 

 

For the all models used in the present study the boundary conditions were the same and geometry 

of the blind has been changed as it was explained in section 3.1. The physical description and operational 

characteristics of the boundaries were specified in Gambit and then the values of the parameters that are 

related to each boundary were defined in Fluent. The zone-types (boundaries), which were created in 

Gambit, are presented in Table 3-2.  
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Table 3-2: Zone type selection in Gambit 

Name Id 
 

Zone type 

Outlet BC Pressure Outlet 

Window FG Wall 

Adiabatic Walls High HA, GH, DE, EF Wall 

Roof and floor AB, CD Wall 

Blind 1, Blind 2 LK, IJ Wall 

Solid distances 

between two Blinds 

LI, 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, 7 8, 9 10, 11 

12, 13 14, 15 16, 17 18, KJ  
Wall 

*Id: From Figure 3-10  

 

Figure 3-10 shows the boundary conditions and magnitude of the parameters that were used in the Fluent. 
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Figure 3-10: Boundary Conditions 

 

For an adiabatic boundary it is assumed that no heat is transferred to or from the boundary. Over 

the wall boundaries the velocity is zero. The pressure outlet boundary condition requires the specification 

of a static /gauge pressure at the outlet boundary. Usually the static pressure is assumed to be constant 

over the outlet. The value of the specified static pressure is used only while the flow is subsonic. All other 

flow quantities on the outlet boundary are extrapolated from the interior as well. A set of “backflow” 

conditions is also specified should the flow be in the reverse direction, i.e. if the flow is inward, at the 
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pressure outlet boundary during the solution process. In the present study the static flow was defined 

constant and backflow was assumed to be normal to the boundary.  

The fluid properties, at the mean film temperature, T=300 K, that are shown in Table 3-3 were 

defined in Fluent to solve the governing equations for the considered model. 

 

Table 3-3: Constant Fluid Properties  

Fluid 

Density 

𝑘𝑔
𝑚3⁄  

Cp 

𝑗
𝑘𝑔 − 𝐾⁄  

Thermal conductivity 

wm-K 

Viscosity 

wm-K 

Thermal expansion coefficient 

β 

Air 1.17 1006.43 0.0242 1.789e-05 0.00333 

 

It should be noted that as it was described in chapter 2, the Boussinesq approach was applied in 

the current study and the fluid properties have been assumed to remain constant except for the density 

changes with temperature which gives rise to the buoyancy forces. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Test 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

 

The validity of the results obtained in a numerical study can be assessed by various methods such 

as comparing the numerical results with the results from correlation equations, with results from previous 

numerical studies or with data from experimental studies.  In the present research to validate the 

numerical results the results obtained for the Top Down- Bottom Up plane blind case have been 

considered. The results of the numerical study for the Top Down- Bottom Up plane blind were compared 

with those obtained in a previous study, with the results given by a correlation equation and with results 

obtained in an experimental study. The correlation equation used was described in chapter 2 and the 

experimental study will be described in the following section. A full discussion of the validity testing will 

be presented in chapter 5.  

 

4.2 Experimental test procedure  
 

The experimental testing in this research was performed in the heat transfer laboratory of the 

Mechanical and Material Engineering Department at Queen’s University.  For this test room the walls and 

the ceiling were made from wood. A “window” that was installed in center of one of the walls was made 

of an electrically heated aluminum sheet which was designed to give a uniform temperature of the 

“window” surface, see Figure 4-2. The temperature on the window surface was controlled by adjusting 

the voltage applied to the electrical heating system. The outer surface of the “window” that faced to the 
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outside was covered by an insulation panel made from Styrofoam to minimize the heat transfer out of the 

back surface of the “window” to the room. Temperatures at various locations were measured by Type-T 

thermocouples (0.25 mm in diameter).  There were five thermocouples for measuring the “window” 

temperature near corners and at the center of the window surface and two thermocouples to measure the 

room temperature at horizontal distances of 66 cm and 162 cm from the center of the “window”. A 

“blind” was made from thin tracing paper the thickness of this paper being around 0.06 mm. This paper 

offered a low resistance to heat transfer. 

 Tests were undertaken for the case when there is no-blind, the case when the blind is fully closed 

and the case when the blind is partially open.  

 

The properties of the materials used in the experimental study are shown in following table: 

 

Table 4-1 : Thermodynamic Properties of paper, wood and Aluminum1 

Material 

Thermal conductivity (k)  

W/(m.K) 

Emissivity  (𝜖) 

Woods (Oak – Beech- Pine) 0.13-0.17 0.88 to 0.95 

Aluminum Commercial Sheet 200-240 

< 0.09   

(0.05 to 0.09) 

Tracing paper 0.03-0.05 0.9-0.95 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 References: 1-Brewster, M. Quinn (1992). Thermal Radiative Transfer and Properties , 2-International Standard 

EN-ISO 10456:2007 'Building materials and products' 
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Inside and outside views of the test chamber and window are shown in Figure 4-1 to 4-3. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-1: Outside view of the test chamber 
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Figure 4-2: Inside and outside view of the window 
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Figure 4-3: The Top Down – Bottom Up plane blind for the experimental test with the dimensionless top and bottom 

openings equal to 0.125,  

 

 
The thermocouples were monitored using a data acquisition system manufactured by 

Measurement Computing (model USB-TC) which was self-calibrating and connected to a personal 

computer, the InstaCal software being used to read the data, see Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 : USB-TC data acquisition device 
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4.3 Physical description of the model: 
 

As described in chapter 3 the model that has been used for the numerical study was two 

dimensional, so in the experimental test the magnitude of the width of the model has not been considered. 

The dimensions of the room and window in this experimental study were the same as those assumed in 

the numerical model as explained in section 3.1.  

 

As mentioned before experimental tests were carried out with four different conditions, these being: 

1. No-blind condition 

2. Plane blind, dimensionless top opening =0.125, dimensionless bottom opening = 0.125 

3. Plane blind, dimensionless top opening =0.125, dimensionless bottom opening = 0. 25 

4. Fully Open Blind (No gap in top and bottom sides) 
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4.4 Calculation 
 

In the experimental testing the surface of the window was heated to a uniform and constant 

temperature during each test, the temperature between tests being adjusted using the electrical supply to 

the heater. The mean convective heat transfer coefficient, h was calculated using: 

ℎ =  
𝑞

𝐴∆𝑇
                          (4.1) 

 Where:  

A: The window surface area = 0.98 m
2
 

∆T: The temperature difference between the window and the room 

Q: The total heat generated by the electrical heating system i.e 

Q = V ∗ I                             (4.2) 

The values of the voltage (V) and the current (I) applied to the heater were measured from using a multi-

meter. 

The variation of the mean window Nusselt number with the Rayleigh number given by the 

experimental test will be discussed in chapter 5. To calculate the Rayleigh number all the fluid properties 

were assumed constant and evaluated at the mean film temperature, the Ra number being given by:  

Ra =
βg∆TL3

ϑα
              (4.3) 

Where: 

g = 9.8 m
s2⁄  

L: Height of the Window Surface = 1 m 

β: Bulk expansion coefficient at air film temperature, 1/K 

ϑ: Kinematic viscosity at air film temperature, m2 s⁄  

α: Thermal diffusivity at air film temperature, m2 s⁄   
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The mean window Nusselt number is defined as: 

Nu̅̅ ̅̅ =  
hL

k
                 (4.4) 

k is thermal conductivity of the air at the mean film temperature, W m K−1⁄  . 

 

The uncertainty in the present experimental results for the Nusselt number arises out of 

uncertainties in the measured variables and uncertainties due to neglect of the conductive heat transfer out 

through the insulation on the back of the “window”, the blind resistance to heat transfer and radiative heat 

transfer from the “window” surface.  These uncertainties will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

Results and discussion 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter presents the results obtained in the numerical and experimental studies. The effects 

of the top and bottom blind openings and of the shape of the blind on the heat transfer rate from a window 

to a room when the window is fitted with a Flat or a Curved honeycomb blind are discussed. For 

comparison, results for the heat transfer rate from a window covered with a plane blind system will also 

be presented.  In this study only the natural convective heat transfer is considered and effects of the 

radiation are ignored. The situation where there is no solar radiation falling on the blind is considered, i.e., 

attention is limited to the so-called “nighttime” situation.  

This study focused on the single layer honeycomb blind system, see Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4. In 

this thesis a “Single layer honeycomb blind” will, for convenient, be referred to as a “honeycomb blind”.  

 

5.2 Solution Parameters 
 

The solution has the following parameters:  

1. The Rayleigh number, Ra, based on the window height, h, and the overall temperature differences 

between the window and the room, (Tw-Tf). The Rayleigh number values considered in this study 

were between approximately 10
6
 and 3x10

11
. In this study Rayleigh number was changed by 

changing the gravitational acceleration value, g, in Fluent. 

2. The Prandtl number, Pr. In this study the results have only been obtained for a Pr=0.7  
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3. The dimensionless top and bottom blind openings: 

𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 =  
ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑝

ℎ
 , 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑡 =

ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑡

ℎ
         (5.1) 

The range of Htop and Hbot were between 0 and 0.375. 

4. The dimensionless window recess depth, i.e., the dimensionless horizontal distance between the 

surface of the wall in which the window is mounted and the surface of the window: 

𝑅 =
𝑟

ℎ
              (5.2) 

Results have been obtained for R equal to 0.2, Furthermore to investigate the effects of the R on 

heat transfer rate the other values of the R, 0.15 and 0.1were considered as well. 

5. The type of the blind. The Top Down-Bottom Up Flat and Curved honeycomb blinds were 

considered, and the Top Down-Bottom Up plane blind was used for comparative purposes. 

6. Where there is no-blind or if the blind is fully closed. 

 

5.3 Validation procedure 
 

In order to validate the numerical results used in this study, the results obtained in the numerical 

study for Top Down–Bottom Up plane blind were compared with the results given by the correlation 

equation and the previous studies as well as the experimental study results. These validation procedures 

are described in sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. 

 

5.3.1 Comparison with flat plate results given by Correlation equation  

 

In this section in order to validate the results obtained in the present numerical study the 

correlation equation derived by Churchill and Chu (1975), see equation (5.3), for free convection over an 

isothermal vertical plate was used and compared to the results for the no-blind case. 
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𝑁𝑢𝐿 = (0.825 + (
0.387 𝑅𝑎𝐿

1/6

[1+(0.492
𝑃𝑟⁄ )9/16]

8/27)

2

        (5.3) 

This correlation equation is valid for both laminar and turbulent regions for 10
−5

 <RaL< 10
12

. The fluid 

properties are calculated at the mean film temperature. 

The mean Nusselt numbers given by the numerical study for the no-blind condition and those 

given by the correlation equation 5.3 are shown in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-1. 

 

Table 5-1: Mean Nusselt numbers from the numerical study for the no-blind case and the Churchill and Chu correlation 

Ra Number 
Nu Number- 

Numerical Study 

Nu Number- 
Churchill and Chu 

Correlation Equation 

1.88E+11 576.54 642.38 

9.42E+10 444.66 513.93 

3.77E+10 323.75 383.23 

1.88E+10 277.86 307.31 

9.42E+09 250.99 246.73 

1.88E+09 179.14 148.99 

1.88E+08 88.41 60.77 

5.65E+07 59.53 45.15 

1.88E+07 41.76 34.47 

5.65E+06 28.51 25.69 

1.88E+06 20.24 19.68 
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Figure 5-1: Variation of the window mean Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the numerical study and the 

Churchill and Chu correlation 

 

A consideration of Figure 5-1 indicates that the results obtained numerically for the no-blind case 

are in a good agreement with the results given by the correlation equation. The largest differences 

between the numerical results and the results given by the correlation equation are in the transitional 

regime and this results from the fact that no specific attention given to the transitional regime in the 

derivation of the Churchill and Chu correlation equation.  
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5.3.2 Comparison with previous studies: 

 

In this section the results obtained in the present numerical study are compared with those 

obtained in some earlier numerical and experimental studies.   

A review of early experimental studies from Edie (1967)
2
 for a vertical flat plate, shows these 

results are in a good agreement with the numerical results obtained from the present study for the no-blind 

condition, see Figure 5-2 . 

 

 

 

 

The above discussions compared the results for the no-blind case with those given by the 

Churchill and Chu correlation equation and with the experimental results given by Edie (1967). Attention 

                                                 
2
 Ping Ye, Master of Science Thesis, Mechanical Engineering department of Queen’s University, 1997.  
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Numerical Study
for no-blind case 

Points: Experimental 
test, Ede 1967 

Figure 5-2: Variations of mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for a flat plate from Ede 1967 and the 

present Numerical results for the no-blind condition  
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will now be given the results obtained in the numerical study undertaken by Alkhazmi, Oosthuizen and 

Kalender (2012), for the cases where there is a fully closed plane blind and the no-blind case. In Figure 

5-3 the “B” letter stands for showing the dimensionless blind opening in the Alkhazemi et al. (2012) 

numerical study that is =  
𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑡

𝐿
 . Where B = 0 corresponds to a “fully closed blind” and B=1 corresponds 

to a “fully open blind” or “no-blind”. 

 

 
Figure 5-3: Comparison of the numerical results of this study with the results of Alkhazmi, Oosthuizen and Kalender 

(2012), for fully closed blind (B=1) and no-blind situation (B=0) 

 

 
Figure 5-3 shows that there is a good agreement between results obtained in the present numerical 

study with the results of the numerical study carried out by Alkhazmi et al. (2012) for the cases where 

blind is fully closed, B=0, and where there is no blind, B=1.  

The peresent numerical study-Fully closed blind

The peresent numerical study-No blind

Alkhazemi et al. (2012) 
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5.3.3 Experimental testing  

 

As explained in chapter 4 in order to further validate the results obtained using the numerical 

approach being used here, experimental results were obtained for the Top Down-Bottom Up plane blind 

situation for four different conditions, these being: 

1. No-blind condition 

2. Plane blind, dimensionless top opening (Htop)=0.125, dimensionless bottom opening (Hbot)= 0.125 

3. Plane blind, dimensionless top opening (Htop) =0.125, dimensionless bottom opening (Hbot)= 0. 25 

4. Fully Closed blind (no top or bottom opening) 

 

The results obtained in the experimental tests are shown in Table 5-2. These experimental mean 

window Nusselt numbers are compared with the mean window Nusselt numbers obtained numerically in 

Figures 5-4 to 5-7. 

 

Table 5-2: Mean Window Nu number from the experimental tests 

Voltage. Ra number ∆T Twindow - ºc 
Experimental mean 

Nu number 

No-blind condition 

75 2.625E+09 35.2 61.5 186.96 

65 1.775E+09 27.1 51.5 174.05 

50 1.456E+09 17.4 43.4 160.5 

45 1.213E+09 14.2 40.5 157.6 

Plane blind, Htop=0.125, Hbot= 0.125 

75 2.535E+09 33.96 60.36 191 

65 1.942E+09 24.7 51.40 177.3 

55 1.628E+09 19.08 42.92 173.5 
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Voltage. Ra number ∆T Twindow - ºc 
Experimental mean 

Nu number 

45 1.240E+09 13.53 36.88 164.5 

Plane blind, Htop=0.125, Hbot = 0. 25 

75 2.74E+09 38.02 63.9 188.9 

65 2.10E+09 27.2 53.65 179.01 

55 1.67E+09 20.3 45.66 169.9 

45 1.26E+09 14.3 38.32 164.3 

Fully Closed Blind 

75 3.40E+09 48.06 68.8 132.28 

65 2.85E+09 37.2 57.2 128.8 

45 2.18E+09 24.8 37.8 92.4 

 

 

 
Figure 5-4: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number obtained in the experimental study 

and in the numerical study for the no-blind situation.  
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Figure 5-5: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number obtained in the experimental study 

and in the numerical study for a plane blind when Htop =0.125 and Hbot=0.25  

 

 
Figure 5-6: Variations of mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number obtained in the experimental study and in 

the numerical study for a plane blind when Htop =0.125 and Hbot=0.125 
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Figure 5-7: Variations of mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number obtained in the experimental study and in 

the numerical study for the fully closed plane blind situation 

 

The results given in Figures 5-4 to 5-7 show that good agreement between experimental and 

numerical results obtained in all cases, except for the fully closed blind situation.  

The uncertainty in the experimentally obtained values of Nusselt number arises from: 

1. Uncertainty in the instruments used to measure the heat generated and the temperature. 

2. Neglecting the radiative heat transfer from the window surface and the conductive heat transfer 

through the back insulation, i.e., the insulation on the back of the “window”. 

According to the IEC 584-2, the uncertainty from the thermocouple calibration type T for 

temperature between -40 ºC to 125 ºC is within ±0.5 ºC of the true temperature.  

To measure the total heat from Q=V*I, the voltage and current were measured by multi-meter model 430 

manufactured by Extech company. According to the manufacture guideline the accuracy of this device is 

±0.3%.  From the experimental test that was undertaken by Abdulrahim Kalendar (2011) to study the 
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natural convective heat transfer from vertical and inclined narrow flat plates and short cylinders with the 

same measuring devices (thermocouple, multi-meter) used in the present experimental study, the 

uncertainty in the average Nusselt number was found to be function of the temperature. Overall, the 

uncertainty in the average Nusselt number was estimated to be less than ±4% in his study. 

It should be noted that the conductive heat transfer rate through the back insulation and the 

radiative heat transfer from the window surface were not computed during the experiments. However, the 

thermal properties of the insulation as well as the emissivity of the window surface obtained from the 

manufacturer's data sheet and heat transfer handbook.  Since the temperature outside the test room was 

not measured during the tests, the accurate convection heat transfer coefficient of the outside air can not 

be calculated. However, the highest rates of the conduction and radiative heat transfer that could occur in 

this experimental study have been considered in the following calculations. 

The total heat transfer rate per unit surface area (𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) for a given Rayleigh number and 

temperature difference (Tw – Tr) is given by:  

𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑞 + 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. + 𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑          (5.4)    

Where: 

q: Convective heat transfer from the window surface to the test chamber per unit surface area 

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. : Conductive heat transfer through the insulation (heat loss) per unit surface area 

qrad : Radiative heat transfer from the window surface to the test chamber per unit surface area 

𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 : The heat generated on the window surface by electrical heating system per unit surface area 

i.e.: 

𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = (𝑉 ∗ 𝐼)/𝐴          (5.5) 

Where A=0.98 m
2
 in this experimental study. 

To calculate the radiative heat transfer from the window surface to the test chamber (room), the 

emissivity of the aluminum sheet (𝜀𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚) was assumed 0.06, (Table 6). The ratio of the radiative 
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heat transfer to the convection heat transfer from the window surface to the room for no-blind condition 

is: 

𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣.
=

𝜎𝜀 (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤
4 −𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚

4 )

ℎ (𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤−𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑚)
          (5.6) 

Temperature of the window and room were assumed in their average in this study. 

T̅window = 318 K and T̅room=297 K 

The convection heat transfer coefficient for air at room temperature (hin) in this experimental study is 

higher than 4.3 W/ (m
2
.K), except for condition where blind is fully closed. To calculate the convection 

heat transfer the hin was assumed 4.3 W/(m
2
.K).     

Therefore: 

𝑞𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣
=

5.670∗10−8∗0.06∗(3184−2974) 

4.3 (318−297)
=  

8.3

90.3
= 0.09  

The conductive heat transfer out from the back insulation per unit surface area is given by: 

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. =  
(𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤−𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡)

(
𝑡

𝑘
)+(

1

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡
)

          (5.7) 

The temperature of the outside of the test chamber, T̅out ,was assumed 294 K, the convection heat transfer 

coefficient for air at outside temperature (hout) is approximately 2 W/(m
2
.K) and the conductivity of the 

Styrofoam insulation is 0.03 W/(m.K) and the thickness of the insulation (t) is 0.06 m. 

Therefore:  

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑. =  
(318−294)

(
0.06

0.03
)+(

1

2
)

= 9.6  𝑊/𝑚2  

The ratio of the conductive heat transfer from the back insulation to the convection heat transfer from the 

window surface to the room is:     

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑.

𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣.
=

9.6

4.3(318 − 297)
= 0.1 

  In summary the parameters that effect on the accuracy of the present experimental values of the 

Nusselt number are: 
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 Ignoring the radiative heat transfer from window causes a less than 9% uncertainty for no-blind 

and partially open blind cases. 

 Ignoring the conductive heat transfer out of back insulation causes an uncertainty of less than 

10% except in the fully closed blind case.  

 As discussed above from Kalendar, 2011, the net uncertainty arising from uncertainties in the 

instruments used to measure the heat generated, reading the temperature and non-uniformities in 

plate temperature is less than ±4%.  

The average temperatures along the window surface were measured in a steady-state condition. In the 

experimental study that was undertaken by Kalendar, 2011, the maximum temperature differences were 

less than 2.5% of the average temperature of the flat plate, in this experimental study the maximum 

temperature differences were less than 2.7% of the average temperature of the window.  

When the blind is fully closed, the convective heat transfer from the window is relatively low 

compared to the heat transfer out through back insulation. That results in considerable difference between 

the results obtained in the numerical study and those obtained in the experimental study as shown in 

Figure 5-7. From this research experiments the range of the convection coefficient (h) when the blind is 

fully closed was obtained between 1.5 and 3.5 W/(m
2
.K).  

 

5.4 Effects of the blind on the mean window Nusselt number  
 

Having discussed the validation of the present numerical procedure attention will be turned to a 

discussion of the window heat transfer results obtained in the present study. This discussion will be 

presented in the following categories: 

 Effects of the type of the blind on the mean window Nusselt Number for the cases when: 

o Blind is fully closed 
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o Blind is partially open 

 More detailed study of the effects of the blind top and bottom opening on the mean window 

Nusselt number for each type of the blind 

 Effects of the window recess depth on the mean window Nusselt number 

 

5.4.1 Effects of the type of the blind on the mean window Nusselt number  

 

5.4.2 Fully closed blind: 

 

In this section in order to compare the effects of a honeycomb blind on the mean heat transfer rate 

with the effects of a plane blind, the fully closed blind case will first be considered. It has been assumed, 

as shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, that the outer surface of the honeycomb blind is aligned with the 

wall containing the window when the blind is fully closed. 
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Figure 5-8: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the no-blind situation, for the fully 

closed honeycomb blind, and for the fully closed plane blind 

 

The results given in Figure 5-8 show that when the blind is fully closed the mean heat transfer 

rate from the window that is covered by honeycomb blind is significantly less than it is for the case when 

the window is covered by a plane blind for Rayleigh numbers higher than 10
7
.  In the other words, the 

results given in Figure 5-8 indicate that for Rayleigh numbers higher than approximately 10
7
 the 

honeycomb blind offers more resistance to the heat transfer than the plane blind when the blind is fully 

closed. As expected, the mean Nusselt number for both cases with the honeycomb blind and the plane 

blind when the blind is fully closed are lower than for the no-blind situation for all Rayleigh numbers. It 

should be noted that the shape of the fully closed blind for both the honeycomb blinds, Curved and Flat, 

are the same and the heat transfer rates for the two honeycomb blind cases are the same.  
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5.4.3 Partially open blind: 

 

Geometry of the blind is function of the two parameters: type of the blind and top and bottom 

blind openings (Htop and Hbot). In this section the effects of the type of the blind for a given Htop and Hbot 

are discussed. In the following discussion the variation of the mean window Nusselt number with 

Rayleigh number for a given Htop and Hbot for the plane blind case and for the Flat and Curved honeycomb 

blinds cases will be considered.  

The results obtained in the present study for the cases where Htop=Hbot=0.125 and Htop=Hbot =0. 25 

are presented in Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 respectively, also the variation of the Mean window Nusselt 

number with Rayleigh number for Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 results are shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 

5-10.  
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Table 5-3: Effect of the Rayleigh number on the mean window Nusselt number when Htop=0.125 ,  Hbot =0.125 

Ra 
Plane Blind 

Honeycomb-

Curved Blind 

Honeycomb- 

Flat Blind 

𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅  𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅  𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅  

1.88E+11 6.94E+02 7.09E+02 8.04E+02 

9.42E+10 5.35E+02 5.51E+02 6.13E+02 

3.77E+10 3.86E+02 3.67E+02 4.30E+02 

1.88E+10 3.07E+02 3.29E+02 3.36E+02 

1.88E+09 2.04E+02 2.18E+02 2.10E+02 

1.88E+08 1.06E+02 1.10E+02 1.08E+02 

5.65E+07 7.13E+01 7.32E+01 7.30E+01 

1.88E+07 4.95E+01 5.02E+01 5.06E+01 

5.65E+06 3.35E+01 3.36E+01 3.41E+01 

1.88E+06 2.36E+01 2.38E+01 2.41E+01 

 

 

 
Figure 5-9: Variations of the nean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the plane blind, the Curved 

honeycomb blind and the Flat honeycomb blind cases when Htop=0.125, Hbot =0.125 
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Table 5-4 : Effect of the Rayleigh number on the mean window Nusselt number when Htop=0.25,  Hbot =0.25 

Ra 
Plane Blind 

Honeycomb-

Curved Blind 

Honeycomb-

Flat Blind 

Nu Nu Nu 

1.88E+11 6.30E+02 7.04E+02 7.29E+02 

9.42E+10 4.86E+02 5.41E+02 5.58E+02 

3.77E+10 3.55E+02 3.92E+02 3.99E+02 

1.88E+10 3.03E+02 3.24E+02 3.17E+02 

1.88E+09 1.88E+02 2.01E+02 1.98E+02 

1.88E+08 9.36E+01 1.00E+02 1.03E+02 

5.65E+07 6.35E+01 6.74E+01 6.97E+01 

1.88E+07 4.49E+01 4.70E+01 4.87E+01 

5.65E+06 3.09E+01 3.20E+01 3.29E+01 

1.88E+06 2.23E+01 2.27E+01 2.33E+01 

 

 
Figure 5-10: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the plane blind, the Curved 

honeycomb blind and the Flat honeycomb blind cases when Htop=0.25,  Hbot =0.25 
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As shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10, for Rayleigh numbers lower than 10
6
 the mean window 

Nusselt number is almost the same for all the types of the blinds considered. However, for Rayleigh 

numbers higher than 10
9
 the mean window Nusslet number for the window-blind systems with the Flat or 

Curved honeycomb blind is higher than the system with the plane blind.  

A Comparison the results given in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 with the results given in Figure 5-8, shows 

that when blinds are fully closed the mean window Nusselt number for the system with honeycomb blind 

is significantly less than the system with plane blind for Rayleigh numbers higher than 10
7
, but that when 

the blind is partially open the mean window Nusselt number, and consequently the heat transfer rate from 

window to the room for the window-blind systems with Flat or Curved honeycomb  blind is higher than 

that for the system with plane blind under the same conditions at high values of Rayleigh number.  

 

 

Figure 5-11: Dimensionless minimum distance between window and blind ( m ) for the Flat Honeycomb blind (Left), the 

Curved honeycomb blind (Centre) and the Plane blind (Right) for Htop = 0.25 and Hbot = 375 

 

From Figure 5-11 it will be seen the dimensionless minimum distance between the window and 

the blind (m) for the window-blind system with the Curved or Flat honeycomb blinds is lower than the 

case with plane blind. The dimensionless minimum distance from the window to the blind is defined as a 

ratio of the minimum distance between window and blind to the height of the window. 

For the case with the smaller minimum distance between window and blind (m) the air flow is 

closer to the window surface. Therefore when a blind is partially open, due to effect of the minimum 
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distance between window and blind and due to the effect of the bottom edge of the blind which tends to 

direct the flow towards the window surface, the upward flow over the window-blind system occurs 

mainly over the window surface and the boundary layer thickness over the window surface decreases for 

Flat and Curved honeycomb blinds compared to that existing in the plane blind case. Consequently when 

the blind is partially open, the window-blind systems with Flat or Curved honeycomb blinds have a 

greater heat transfer rate to the room in comparison with that with that existing with a plane blind under 

the same conditions. A number of the typical fluid patterns of the flow velocities are presented in Figures 

5-12 to 5-14.   
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Figure 5-12: Velocity contour distributions for the Flat honeycomb blind when Htop and Hbot are both 0. 25 for Rayleigh 

numbers of 1.88 x 1011 (top), 1.88 x 1010 (middle) and 1.88 x 106 (bottom) – Velocity (m/s) 
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Figure 5-13: Velocity contour distributions for the Curved honeycomb blind when Htop and Hbot are both 0. 25 for 

Rayleigh numbers of 1.88 x 1011 (top), 1.88 x 1010 (middle) and 1.88 x 106 (bottom) – Velocity (m/s) 
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Figure 5-14: Velocity contour distributions for the Plane blind when Htop and Hbot are both 0. 25 for Rayleigh numbers of 

1.88 x 1011 (top), 1.88 x 1010 (middle) and 1.88 x 106 (bottom) – Velocity (m/s) 
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As explained in chapter 3, the present study was concerned with the Flat and Curved honeycomb 

blinds. Comparisons of the mean window Nusselt number for the window-blind system with the Flat 

honeycomb blind with the mean window Nusselt number for the window-blind system with the Curved 

honeycomb blind are presented in Figures 5-15 to 5-18.  

 

 

 
Figure 5-15: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the Curved honeycomb blind and 

the Flat honeycomb blind when Htop and Hbot  are both 0. 25 
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Figure 5-16: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the Curved honeycomb blind and 

the Flat honeycomb blind when Htop=0.125 and Hbot =0.25 

 
Figure 5-17: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the Curved honeycomb blind and 

the Flat honeycomb blind when Htop=0.25 and Hbot =0.125  
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Figure 5-18: Variations of mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the Curved honeycomb blind and the 

Flat honeycomb blind when Htop=0. 25 and Hbot =0.375  

 
 

As illustrated from above figures, when the blind is partially open the mean heat transfer rate for 

the window-blind system with the Flat honeycomb blind would be more than the same system with the 

Curved honeycomb blind at the high values Rayleigh numbers considered because of the effects of the 

mean distance between window and blind that was discussed in section 5.5.1. However, for some cases 

such as shown in Figure 5-18 the men Nusselt number difference between the system with the Flat and 

that with the Curved honeycomb blind is negligible due to effects of the other parameter such as the blind 

top and bottom opening. 

 From the above results it can be seen that added to the type of the blind, the blind top and bottom 

openings effect on the results. Further consideration of the effect of the dimensionless top and bottom 

blind openings are discussed in the next section.  
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5.4.4 Effect of the blind opening on the mean window Nusselt number 

 

The effects of the types of the blind when the blind is fully closed and when the blind is partially 

open were discussed above. In this section the effects of the blind top and bottom opening are considered 

in greater detail. In addition the effects of the window recess depth, R, by considering results for three 

different R values will be discussed in section 5.6. 

A comparison of the variation of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for the 

Top Down-Bottom Up honeycomb blind systems for the cases where Htop and Hbot are both equal to 0.125 

are compared with the variations for the no-blind case in Figure 5-19. Also shown in this figure is the 

variation for the plane blind case when the dimensionless top and bottom opening are both 0.125.  

 

 

 
Figure 5-19: Comparison the window-blind system when the blind is partially open with the no-blind condition 
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Figure 5-19 shows the mean Nusselt number variations for the window-blind system with a 

partially open honeycomb blind, for both the Curved and Flat honeycomb blind cases, for the case of a 

partially open plane blind and for the no-blind case. It will be seen that the Nusselt numbers when a blind 

is present are higher than the values for the no-blind case under the same conditions. Typical velocity 

contour plots for the Flat honeycomb blind, the Curved honeycomb blind and the plane blind cases are 

shown in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21. The results given in these figures shown that the air flow rate over 

the window-blind when the blind is partially open is higher than the air flow over the window for the no-

blind situation due to the strong air circulation in area between the window and the blind when the blind 

is partially open. In other words, the air flow over the window-blind when the blind is partially open is 

mainly between the window and blind area, however for the no-blind situation the air flow is mainly 

outside the window cavity. 

 

Figure 5-20: Velocity contour distributions for no-blind situation for a Rayleigh number of 9.4 x 1010 

and dimensionless top and bottom blind openings of 0.125– Velocity (m/s) 
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Figure 5-21: Velocity contour distributions when blind is partially open, Htop =0.25 and Hbot = 0, for a 

Rayleigh number of 9.4 x 1010 for Flat and Curved honeycomb blind and plane blind– Velocity (m/s)  
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Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 show the variations of mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh 

number for window-blind systems fitted with either Flat or Curved honeycomb blinds for four different 

dimensionless blind opening combinations. The blind opening cases considered in these figures are: 

 A honeycomb blind with Htop and Hbot both equal to 0.125.  

 A honeycomb blind that is fully closed. 

 A honeycomb blind with Htop =0.25 and Hbot =0 (i.e. only a top opening) 

 A honeycomb blind with Htop =0 and Hbot =0.25 (i.e. only a bottom opening) 

The cases considered were such that for a given blind type, that is Flat or Curved honeycomb blind, 

the same dimensionless minimum distance between the window and the blind existed in all cases, except 

for the fully closed case.  

It will be seen from these graphs that the mean window Nusselt number for the window-blind system with 

both top and bottom dimensionless blind opening, Htop and Hbot, equal to 0.125 are significantly higher 

than those existing in the fully closed blind case due to fact that with a closed blind there is no flow of 

external air over the window.   

For the cases considered here where the blind is only open at the top or the bottom and when a 

particular dimensionless blind opening is considered, the case with only a top blind opening has a higher 

heat transfer rate than the case with only a bottom blind opening, as shown by the results given in Figure 

5-22 and Figure 5-23. For the case where there is only a bottom or top blind opening, the air flow into and 

out of the window–blind cavity area enters and leaves through the same blind opening. When there is only 

a bottom blind opening the air flows in from the bottom rises upward over the window due to the 

buoyancy forces, but after relatively short distance it turns and flows downward over the blind and is 

discharged to the ambient through the bottom blind opening. In the case where there is only a top blind 

opening  the air enters at the top passes down over the blind and then rises over the window as a result of 

the buoyancy and is discharged to the ambient through the top blind opening . The air flow rate is much 
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greater and passes over more of the window in the case of a blind that is open at the top than it is in the 

case when the blind is open at the bottom as can be seen by comparing Figures 5-24 and 5-25. As a result 

of this the heat transfer rate is greater when there is a top blind opening than when there is a bottom blind 

opening.  

It will be seen from the results presented earlier in this section that for window-blind systems 

with blind openings at both top and bottom or for the case where there is only a top blind opening the 

mean window Nusselt number undergoes a sharp increase at a Rayleigh number of around 10
10

. For the 

cases with particular dimensionless minimum distance between window and blind, m, the highest heat 

transfer rate occurs with the window-blind system with both top and bottom blind openings as shown by 

the results given in Figure 5-19 . 

As explained in section 5.4, the dimensionless minimum distance between the window and the 

blind, m, is defined as a ratio of the minimum distance between the window and the blind to the height of 

the window. For the considered cases in Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 the dimensionless minimum 

distance between the window and the blind, m, are 0.1519 and 0.1588, respectively. 
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Figure 5-22: Variations of the mean window Nu number with Ra number for a fully closed and a partially open Flat 

honeycomb blind, (m=0.1519) 

 

 
Figure 5-23: Variations of the mean window Nu number with Ra number for a fully closed and a partially open Curved 

honeycomb blind, (m=0.1588) 
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Figure 5-24: Velocity contour distributions for a Curved honeycomb blind when Htop =0.25 and Hbot = 0 for a Rayleigh 

number of 9.4 x 1010– Velocity (m/s) 

 
Figure 5-25: Velocity contour distributions for a Curved honeycomb blind when Htop =0 and Hbot = 0.25 for a Rayleigh 

number of 9.4 x 1010– Velocity (m/s) 
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The results that given in Figures 5-26 to 5-33 show the effects of the blind top and bottom 

openings on the mean window Nusselt number for a number of Htop and Hbot.  

Figures 5-26 to 5-29 give resullts for a Flat Honeycomb blind. 

 

 

 
Figure 5-26: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.125 and various values 

of Hbot for a Flat honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-27: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Hbot = 0.125 and various values 

of Htop for a Flat honeycomb blind 

 
Figure 5-28: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.375 and various values 

of Hbot for a Flat honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-29: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Hbot = 0.375 and various values 

of Htop for a Flat honeycomb blind 

 

The results in Figures 5-26 to 5-29 were for a Flat honeycomb blind system, Figures 5-30 to 5-33 

show results for coresponding conditions for a Curved honeycomb blind. 
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Figure 5-30: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.125 and various values 

of Hbot for a Curved honeycomb blind 

 
Figure 5-31: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Hbot = 0.125 and various values 

of Htop for a Curved honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-32: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.375 and various values 

of Hbot for a Curved honeycomb blind 

 
Figure 5-33: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Hbot = 0.375 and various values 

of  Htop for a Curved honeycomb blind 
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  It will be seen for Figures 5-29 to 5-33 that for a Flat and for a Curved honeycomb blind system 

with blind opening at both the top and the bottom, increasing the top opening with a fixed bottom opening 

increases the heat transfer rate while increasing the bottom opening with a fixed top opening decreases the 

heat transfer rate in the most cases considered in this study, due to the effects of the top and bottom blind 

opening that were shown in Figure 5-24 and Figure 5-25. Thus in both blind cases with the same 

minimum distance between the window and the blind, the case with the larger dimensionless top blind 

opening will have a higher heat transfer rate from the window than that for the case with a larger 

dimensionless bottom blind opening (see Figure 5-34 and Figure 5-35). 

 

 
Figure 5-34: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for Curved Honeycomb Blind when 

dimensionless minimum window-blind distance, m, is 0.1526 
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Figure 5-35: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number for Flat Honeycomb Blind when 

dimensionless Minimum window-blind distance is 0.1460 

 
 In addition to the top and bottom blind opening and shape of the blind, the dimensionless 

window recess depth, R, plays a significant role in generating the flow pattern and effects on the heat 

transfer from the window-blind system to the room. The effects of this parameter were discussed in the 

following section. 

 

5.4.5 Effects of the dimensionless window recess depth, R, on mean window Nusselt 

Number 

 

The effects of the blind opening and type of the blind have been discussed in the pervious 

sections. However the dimenssionless window recess depth, R, is also an important parameter in 

determining the mean Nusselt number e.g. see Oosthuizen and Pual (2011). In this section the effects of R 
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on the mean window Nusselt number for window-blind systems with the Flat or Curved honeycomb blind 

are presented. The dimenssionless window recess depth is defined as: 

 

𝑅 =
window recess depth (r)

window height (L)
 

 

In the this study to investigate the effects of the dimenssionless window recess depth three 

different values of R, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.1 have been considered. The variations of the mean window Nusselt 

number with Rayleigh number for the different values of  R for the Curved and Flat Honeycomb blinds 

and for different Top and Bottom blind opening are shown.  

Figures 5-36 to 5-41 show variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number 

for the three values of R considered and for different blind opening for the two types of the honeycomb 

blind considered.  

 
Figure 5-36: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop and Hbot both equal 0.125 

for R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) for a Curved honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-37: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.125 and Hbot=0.25 for 

R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) for a Curved honeycomb blind 

 
Figure 5-38: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for 

R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) for a Curved honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-39: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop and Hbot both are 0.125 for 

R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) for a Flat honeycomb blind 

 

 
Figure 5-40: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.125 and Hbot=0.25 for 

R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) – Flat honeycomb blind 
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Figure 5-41: Variations of the mean window Nusselt number with Rayleigh number when Htop = 0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for 

R=0.1 (blue line), R=0.15 (Red line), R=0.2 (Green line) for a Flat honeycomb blind 

 
 

 
Figures 5-36 to 5-41 show, that increasing the dimensionless window recess, R, leads to a 

decrease in the mean window Nusselt number at the higher values of Rayleigh number (above 10
9
) 

considered. However for Rayleigh numbers around 10
12

 the mean Nusselt numbers for all values of R 

become close together, this also being the case in the transitional regime for Rayleigh numbers around 

10
8
. For Rayleigh numbers lower than 10

7
 the mean window Nusselt number increases with increasing the 

R value. It is however important to note that the range of Rayleigh numbers for the different types of 

Nusselt number behavior mentioned above may be different for different type of the honeycomb blinds 

and for different values of the blind top and bottom openings.  

The effects of the dimensionless window recess depth on the velocity contour distributions for 

different value of the R are shown in Figure 5-42 and Figure 5-43. 
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Figure 5-42 and Figure 5-43 show that by decreasing the dimensionless window recess depth, R, 

the upward flow over the window-blind area would be closer to the window surface. The convective heat 

transfer rate from a surface is affected only by the velocity values very close to the surface (Leveque, 

1928). Therefore for the case with smaller R value the heat transfer rate from the window is higher than 

the case with greater R value at the higher values of Rayleigh number (above 10
9
) considered. 
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Figure 5-42: Velocity contour distributions for a Curved honeycomb blind for Htop =0.125 and Hbot = 0.25 for a Rayleigh 

number of 1.88 x 1010 for R= 0.2 (top), R=0.15 (middle), R=0.1 (bottom) – Velocity (m/s) 
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Figure 5-43: Velocity contour distributions for a Flat honeycomb blind for Htop =0.125 and Hbot = 0.25 for a Rayleigh 

number of 1.88 x 1010 for R= 0.2 (top), R=0.15 (middle), R=0.1 (bottom) – Velocity (m/s) 
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The variations of the local window Nusselt number for the Curved honeycomb blind when 

Htop=0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for the different dimensionless window recess depths considered are shown in 

Figures 5-44 to 5-46. The results given in these figures show the local Nusselt number values for the 

window surface that are covered by the blind are higher than the local Nusselt number values for the 

window surfaces not covered by the blind due to effects of the minimum distance between the window 

and the blind, as discussed before. These figures also illustrate that decreasing the dimensionless window 

recess depth increases the heat transfer rate for the Rayleigh number considered.  

 

 
Figure 5-44: Variations of the local window Nusselt number when Htop=0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for a Rayleigh number of 1.88 

x 1010 and for the dimensionless window recess depth equal to 0.2  
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Figure 5-45: Variations of the local window Nusselt number when Htop=0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for a Rayleigh number of 1.88 

x 1010 and for the dimensionless window recess depth equal to 0.15 

 

 
Figure 5-46: Variations of the local window Nusselt number when Htop=0.25 and Hbot=0.375 for a Rayleigh number of 1.88 

x 1010 and for the dimensionless window recess depth equal to 0.1 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

 

6.1 Conclusions 
 

Natural convection heat transfer from the window-blind system to the room for different types of 

the honeycomb blind with different top and bottom blind opening have been numerically studied.  

Numerical and experimental studies for a Top Down-Bottom Up plane blind were also undertaken for 

comparative purposes and to validate the results obtained in the numerical study as well.  

The effects of dimensionless top and bottom blind opening, shape of the blind and the 

dimensionless minimum distance between window and blind on the window heat transfer rate have also 

been investigated.  

 
The main conclusions that can be drawn from the results obtained in the present study are: 

 

I. When the blind is fully closed for Rayleigh numbers higher than 10
7
 the mean window 

Nusselt numbers for the system with a honeycomb blind are significantly less than for the 

system with a plane blind, the difference being around 45%. As expected, the mean heat 

transfer rate for both the case with the honeycomb blind and the case with the plane blind 

when the blinds are fully closed are around 80% to 60% lower than with the no-blind 

condition for all Rayleigh number values considered. 

 

II. When the blind is partially open, the heat transfer rate for the case with a flat honeycomb 

blind is around 20% and for the case with curved honeycomb blind is around 10% higher 
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than that exists with a plane blind under the same conditions at the higher values of the 

Rayleigh number considered.  

 

 

III. When the blind is partially open the mean heat transfer rate from the window to the room for 

the window-blind system with a Flat honeycomb blind is around 10% higher than with the 

same system with a Curved honeycomb blind at high values of Rayleigh numbers considered. 

 

IV. In all cases the highest heat transfer rate occurs with a window-blind system with both top 

and bottom blind openings. 

 

V. For honeycomb blind with top and bottom openings at a given value of the minimum distance 

between window and blind, the case with the larger dimensionless top blind opening has a 

higher heat transfer rate than the case with the larger dimensionless bottom blind opening. 

 

VI. For honeycomb blind with a given value of blind opening, the heat transfer rate for a case 

with the only top blind opening is around 70% higher than a case with only bottom blind 

opening. 

 

VII. Increasing the dimensionless window recess depth ,R , leads to a decrease in the mean 

window Nusselt number at the higher values of Rayleigh number (above 10
9
) considered. 

However for Rayleigh numbers around 10
12

 the mean Nusselt numbers for all values of R are 

almost identical, this also being the case in the transitional regime for Rayleigh numbers 

around 10
8
. For Rayleigh numbers lower than 10

7
 the mean window Nusselt number 

increases with increasing the R value.  
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VIII. The results obtained in this study indicate that there are various parameters such as the 

minimum distance between the window and the blind, the type of blind, and the blind top and 

bottom openings that effect on the mean heat transfer rate from window-blind system to a 

room. Because of the large number of the parameters it has not been possible to reach 

generalized conclusions for the heat transfer rate from window-blind system for all types of 

the blind and for all conditions. 

 

 

6.2 Recommendations 
 

 
 

To improve the model and for further studies it is recommended: 

 

 

I. Studying the daytime situation to investigate the effects of the solar radiation on the window 

heat transfer rate. 

 

II. Investigate the performance of honeycomb blinds under winter conditions. 

 

III. Studies of the effect of a wide range of window recess depths on the window heat transfer 

rate should be undertaken.   

 

IV. Investigate the performance of multilayer honeycomb blinds.  
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V. Investigate both numerically and experimentally the effect of the thermal resistance of the 

blind material on the window heat transfer rate. 

 

 

VI. Obtain experimental results using back window insulation with greater thickness and a lower 

conductivity. 
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Appendix A 

Input values for FLUENT 

Numerical model 

 

 

FLUENT 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Version 2d, dp, pbns, ske (2d, double precision, pressure based, standard k-

epsilon) 

Mode     Full Simulation 

Release     15.0.0 

 

 

Model 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Solver     Pressure Based 

Space     2D 

Time     Steady 

Energy     On 

Viscous model    Standard k-epsilon with full Buoyancy effects 

Near Wall treatment   Standard wall functions 

Radiation    Off 

Multiphase    Off 

Species     Off 

Solidification and melting   Off 

Acoustics    Off 
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Materials 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fluid:  Air 

 

Property Method Value 

Density 

Molecular Weight 

Boussinesq 

Constant 

1.17 (
𝑘𝑔

𝑚3) 

28.966 (
𝑘𝑔

𝑘𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑙
) 

𝐶𝑝 Constant 1006.43 (
𝑗

𝑘𝑔−𝐾
) 

Thermal conductivity Constant 0.0242 (
𝑊

𝑚−𝐾
) 

viscosity Constant 1.7894 e-05 (
𝑘𝑔

𝑚−𝑠
) 

Thermal expansion coefficient Constant 0.00333 (
1

𝐾
) 

 

 

Operation Conditions 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Operation pressure                  101325 (Pascal) 

Gravity      On 

Operating Temperature    300 (K) 

Gravitational Acceleration    X=0, Y=-g (
𝑚

𝑠2) 

 

Boundary Conditions 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Zone Type Specification 

Adiabatic wall Wall 

Stationary wall 

No Slip 

Heat flux: 0 

Wall thickness: 0 

Heat generation rate: 0 (
𝑊

𝑚3) 

Adia H and Adia L Wall 
Stationary wall 

No Slip 
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Heat flux: 0 

Wall thickness: 0 

Heat generation rate: 0 (
𝑊

𝑚3) 

Blind 1 and 2 /  

Blind solid distances 
Wall 

Stationary wall 

No Slip 

Wall thickness: 0 

Heat generation rate: 0 (
𝑊

𝑚3) 

Window Wall 

Stationary wall 

No Slip 

Temperature: 310 K  

Wall thickness: 0 

Heat generation rate: 0 (
𝑊

𝑚3) 

Pressure outlet Pressure outlet 

Backflow Turbulent kinetic 

energy: 0.0001 (
𝑚2

𝑠2 ) 

Backflow Turbulent dissipation 

rate: 0.0001 (
𝑚2

𝑠3 ) 

Backflow temperature: 290 K 

Gauge pressure: 0 Pascal 

Air Fluid 
Rotation axis origin: (0,0) 

Motion Type: Stationary 

 

 

Solver Controls 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Equation solved    Flow, Turbulence and Energy 

 

Under Relaxation Factors   Pressure    0.3 

     Density    0.4 

     Body forces   0.6 

     Momentum   0.6 

     Turbulent Kinetic energy  0.7 

     Turbulent Dissipation rate  0.7 

     Turbulent Viscosity  0.7 
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     Energy    0.7 

 

Discretization    Pressure    PRESTO! 

     Momentum   Second Order Upwind 

     Turbulent Kinetic energy  Second Order Upwind 

     Turbulent dissipation rate  Second Order Upwind 

     Energy    Second Order Upwind 

 

Pressure-velocity coupling  Simple 

 

 
 

 

 


